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Bilan du Forum BIOTechno AuRA 2021

Cette année, le forum BIOTechno AuRA parrainé par Olivier Véran, Ministre de la Santé,

a eu lieu en ligne du 31 mai au 4 juin. A l’occasion du forum, l’équipe BIOTechno AuRA a

créé un site internet qui permettait aux participants d’avoir accès au programme, de

réserver des créneaux pour des entretiens d’embauche, de s’inscrire aux tables rondes et

d’accéder aux conférences (https://forumbiotechno-aura.fr/ ).

Le forum a permis d’aborder des thèmes variés des biotechnologies, des domaines

émergents et de la préparation à la recherche d’emploi.

Vous n’avez pas pu assister au forum ? Ne vous inquiétez pas, les vidéos des 

conférences sont en ligne sur le site : https://forumbiotechno-aura.fr/replay

July /August  2021
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Bilan du Forum BIOTechno AuRA 2021

+2200 visites du site internet

240 participants

+ de 40 

intervenants

5 

conférences

5 tables 

rondes

Bilan financier positif

25 entretiens 

d’embauche 

passés

LE FORUM EN CHIFFRES

Nous tenons à remercier nos partenaires et intervenants pour cet évènement sans qui le 

forum n’aurait pas pu avoir lieu :

July /August  2021
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Prix National Jeunes Chercheurs PROMEGA

Vous êtes doctorant ou post-doc dans le domaine des sciences de la vie* ?
Tentez votre chance au Prix National Jeunes Chercheurs par Promega

Quels sont les prix à gagner ?
Le 1er prix : valeur du prix: 4000€ . Vous avez la possibilité de choisir entre plusieurs 
options (cumulable à la hauteur du prix) : bon d’achat de produits Promega OU une participation 
financière pour une publication dans une revue scientifique de renommée internationale OU une 
prise en charge des frais d’inscription à un congrès.

Du 2e et 3e prix : Promega vous offre 2000€ en bon d’achat de produits Promega + 1 étui à posters.
Petit bonus en 2021 : le trio gagnant aura la possibilité de présenter son projet de recherche sur notre 
plateforme de webinars

Du 4e au 10e prix : un bon d’achat de 500€ de produits Promega + un étui à posters

Et tous les participants recevront un mug et notre guide de protocoles de Biologie moléculaire

Comment y participer ?
Soumettez-nous un abstract répondant aux critères suivants :
•Mettant en avant une application originale et/ou une méthodologie innovante (Il ne s’agit pas d’un 
produit de base en biologie moléculaire mais spécifique à l’application/ méthodologie mise en avant),
•Correspondant à des travaux pouvant faire l’objet d’une présentation ou d’une publication 
scientifique notamment dans le cadre d’un congrès ou d’un media spécialisé,
•En anglais
•Comprenant 350 mots espace compris sans illustrations.

Inscrivez-vous dès à présent via notre formulaire puis, envoyez nous avant le 8 Septembre 2021 votre 
abstract à l’adresse suivante prix.jeuneschercheurs@promega.com

Pour en savoir plus et consulter le règlement* complet de ce prix, visitez notre site web

* modalités d’inscriptions soumises au respect du dispositif anti-cadeau prévu dans l’article L1453-4
du code de la santé publique

Promega France soutient les jeunes chercheurs au travers d’un programme dédié qui s’articule autour
d’un site internet spécifique et de son Prix Jeunes Chercheurs. L’objectif de ce prix est de
récompenser les meilleurs articles et communications scientifiques présentant des applications ou
des méthodologies novatrices et faisant appel à une technologie PROMEGA. C’est avec plaisir que
nous renouvelons cette expérience avec le lancement de la 2eme édition du Prix National Jeunes
chercheurs #PNJC2021.
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SHAKER Le Lab Biotech - GENOPOLE
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SHAKER Le Lab Biotech - GENOPOLE
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Interview: Professional Networking

Yissel CONTRERAS

PhD in Chemical Engineering/Technology 

Consultant / ML Engineer

Could you give us a brief description of

your background?

I have found that when you look at a

professional’s trajectory, it is often difficult

to see the overarching story if you just look

at their position titles. I think that it is more

helpful to know what is the motivation

behind a career path.

In my case, I was motivated from the

beginning to make a positive impact in the

world, and on society. As a result, I looked

for experiences that allowed me to

understand how the natural world works,

which explains my PhD experience in

chemical engineering and in biosensors.

However, I also wanted to know how to

build connections with people and how

technologies are shaping our future. These

other motivations led me to the paths of

technology consulting and machine

learning engineering.

So whilst at first my career path would

seem all over the place, it actually follows

my initial motivations.

What role do you think professional 

networking has played on each of your 

transition stages during your career?

I am glad that you asked this! People

often think that networking will help them

find a good job. And while this could be

very attractive, if we only think of

networking as a way of getting a referral

for a job, this can damage our connections

with people. Imagine just reaching out to a

stranger and asking them to refer you in

the company that they work at even if they

do not know you.

An influencer I follow has a nice analogy

to this situation: would you ask stranger

on the street to help you move things out

of your apartment without them knowing

you?

July /August  2021
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Interview: Professional Networking

Yissel CONTRERAS

PhD in Chemical Engineering/Technology 

Consultant / ML Engineer

I prefer to see networking as something

that is everywhere, and that is going to

help you in everything. I like to picture it in

the following way: Imagine you are looking

for your wallet inside a dark room. You

may eventually be able to find it if you

know your way around. Now, imagine

trying to look for it after switching on the

lights. With the lights on, not only will you

find it way faster, but you will also notice

things you did not see before! It is the

same with networking. Networking will help

you in every aspect of your life. So don’t

just see networking as a way to a job offer.

I can tell you that, in order to have the

opportunity to be a Technology Consultant

and a Machine Learning Engineer,

networking made it happen. However,

networking does not stop when you get a

job offer. The relationships you build will

stay with you your entire career and your

entire life.

Many PhD students are shy/afraid of

contacting professionals in their areas of

interest. What advice would you give

them to overcome this fear?

This is very common and we all experience

that. We are all afraid that we may make a

bad impression and that we may be

rejected. But let’s think about it in this way:

We are all busy, correct? Yet we always

have time to take care of our priorities such

as our full time job, our family, etc. This

means that we actually pay attention to and

give time to our priorities. If you find out

what is important for a person, you are

going to have their time and their attention.

My advice would be to listen very intently

and to actively find out what a person's

interests are, so that they will reach out to

you.

However, you must be careful not to show

fake interest. If you want the attention of

someone, you should not make them feel

like they are not your priority or come

across as fake. I definitely advice to

communicate the correct way. If you do so,

people will come to you and these

connections will be very meaningful.

July /August  2021
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Interview: Professional Networking

Yissel CONTRERAS

PhD in Chemical Engineering/Technology 

Consultant / ML Engineer

What are the different activities that

you think allowed you to meet different

professionals?

I can say that your personality and your

circumstances have a lot to do with it. You

may be outgoing or introverted and in

terms of circumstances you may either be

able to meet people everyday or be in the

middle of a pandemic. What I recommend

is to look at the world through a lens of

networking, and you will see you could

post on Facebook or LinkedIn stuff that

may interest people, give a talk or

webinar on a subject, or introduce

professionals to one another. And all of

this will enable you to reach out to people

and have people reach out to you.

When exactly would you recommend

PhDs to start networking?

This is a very great question! I would say

that professional networking starts at the

beginning of your life. Why am I saying

this? Often, the people that will support

you under any circumstances are your

friends and family.

Those are your principal and strongest

relationships. So nurture these

relationships first, remembering that your

friends, classmates, and relatives are the

first to want to see you succeed. You can

then grow on from these relationships.

To wrap up, what would be the most

essential advice you would give to

PhD students when starting, growing

and maintaining their professional

network?

Networking and professional networking

are the most important things you can do

not only for your professional life but for

your personal life. So start today, and be

serious about it.

If you have any more questions on how to

network correctly, feel free to contact Yissel at:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/yisselcontreras/

Watch the full interview online!

July /August  2021
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Job offers : Research Bio-Engineer / Software engineer

ABOUT INSTADEEP

Founded in 2014, InstaDeep is an EMEA leader in decision-making AI products for the

Enterprise, with headquarters in London, and offices in Paris, Tunis, Lagos, Dubai, and

Cape Town. With expertise in both machine intelligence research and concrete business

deployments, the Company provides a competitive advantage to its partners in an AI-first

world. Leveraging its extensive know-how in GPU-accelerated computing, deep learning,

and reinforcement learning, InstaDeep has built products, such as its novel DeepChain™

platform, that tackle the most complex challenges across a range of industries. InstaDeep

has also developed collaborations with global leaders in the Artificial Intelligence

ecosystem, such as Google DeepMind, NVIDIA, and Intel. The Company is part of Intel’s AI

Builders program and was named a Preferred Deep Learning Partner by NVIDIA.

1) Research Bio-Engineer

In Dec. 2020, InstaDeep released DeepChain, an AI-powered, cloud-native, GPU-

accelerated platform for protein design. Its core functionalities are built on a proven

optimization framework leveraging state-of-the-art search algorithms and protein

language models. In collaboration with research engineers and computational

biologists from the DeepChain research team, you will be contributing to this

optimization framework by helping with the development of new approaches in

molecular modelling, and establishing benchmarks over a variety of protein design

problems.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Design, implement and deliver complex pieces of research and engineering as 

part of a multi-functional team.

- Continuously improve our algorithms and approaches.

- Define and implement rigorous evaluation pipelines.

- Report and present your findings clearly and efficiently, both verbally and in 

writing.

- Create solid and self-explanatory documentation.

JOB DESCRIPTION

Keywords: Deep Learning, Optimization, Language Models, Computational Biology, Protein 

Design, Protein Engineering

July /August  2021
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REQUIREMENTS

- Master or Ph.D. degree in BioInformatics or related scientific field.

- Proficient Python developer.

- Experience with molecular modelling is advantageous

- Research and software engineering experience demonstrated via previous work 

experience, internships, contributions to open source projects, or coding 

competitions.

- Proficiency with Git workflow and development with best coding practices.

- Excellent communication skills in English.

- Appropriate work permit for the considered location

BENEFITS

- Competitive salary.

- Working in small, diverse teams where you can make an impact.

- Varied challenges across industries.

- Cooperation across European and African offices.
- Annual offsite events.

2) Software Engineer

Your job is to design and develop InstaDeep in-house machine learning workflow

and research platform. By doing so, you will enable our research and engineering

teams to deliver new products, services, and research breakthroughs that were

previously out of reach. You will work with researchers to understand their needs

and explore potential solutions, implementing what’s needed to achieve higher

computational performance.

JOB DESCRIPTION

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Designing and developing our in-house Machine Learning libraries

- Implementing various approaches for high-performance and distributed computing 

on InstaDeep infrastructure.

- Write high-quality, maintainable, and modular software libraries and work side by 

side with our researchers and engineers

Job offers : Research Bio-Engineer / Software engineer

July /August  2021
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QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

- Degree in computer science

- Strong in object-oriented design Python coding skills

- Experience in contributing, maintaining, and/or building open source projects

- Experience with profiling tools (GPU, CPU, Memory, Garbage collection)

- Experience in parallel and high-performance computing

- Experience with DevOps and cloud technologies GCP, Docker, Kubernetes

- Strong communication skills and collaboration with researchers and developers

NICE TO HAVE

- Basic knowledge of machine learning and reinforcement learning

- Experience with AutoGrad libraries such as Tensorflow, Jax and/or PyTorch.

BENEFITS

- Competitive salary.

- Working in small, diverse teams where you can make an impact.

- Varied challenges across industries.

- Cooperation across European and African offices.

- Annual offsite events.

Job offers : Research Bio-Engineer / Software engineer

July /August  2021
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The French Bioethics law : towards medical progress 

or a sorcerer’s apprentice game ?

by Romain GERBIER, BIOTechno Paris

The French Bioethics Law

The permission of medically assisted reproduction (MAR) is the focus of the

French Bioethics Law that is currently being debated in France.

Nevertheless, the bioethics bill also includes other strictly medical measures,

focused on genetics or stem cells, such as research on human embryos (up to 14

days), the liberalization of human embryonic stem cells (hESC) research, the

authorization of gametes or synthetic embryos production from pluripotent stem

cells, or the creation of transgenic and chimeric embryos. Firstly, here are the

principles of this research to understand the potential debate regarding this law.

Principle of chimeric embryos

The creation of human-animal chimeric embryos, i.e., the addition of animal cells

into a human embryo, is prohibited by the French law of July 7, 2011. But the door

remains open, through legal vagueness, for research on chimeric animal-human

embryos, resulting from the addition of human cells into an animal embryo. In its

initial version, the Bioethics bill provides for the authorization of animal-

human chimeric embryos, with a strict framework.

Principle of transgenic embryos

Transgenic embryos undergo important modifications of their genetic heritage.

Indeed, in their genome, one or more DNA sequences are added or deleted. This

concept is called "gene editing". In 2018, He Jiankui, professor in Shenzhen,

succeeded in modifying the genome of newborns, conceived in vitro, thanks

to the Crispr-Cas9 "genetic scissors" technique, in order to make them

resistant to HIV. An announcement that had led to many reactions of indignation,

worldwide.

July /August  2021
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For what purpose?

For genetic researchers, the work on chimeras is crucial. It allows them to

understand how cells develop, evolve and specialize, for example by studying the

appearance of abnormalities in the host embryo. Moreover, on one hand, these

embryos will be observed to better understand the migration of the grafted cells in the

embryo; on the other hand, they can be inserted in the uterus of the female, in order to give

birth to chimeras, if the process remains viable. Such manipulations will make it possible,

among other things, to understand how the cells spatially close to the transplanted cells

encourage them to specialize.

One of the other objective of this ethical law would be to allow the development of human

cells into a whole organ, that could then be grafted into a human being in need. This is

called a xenograft. In this context, the animal in which the organ would grow would

then be the « culture incubator » for humanized organs. Medically, these chimeras

would theoretically allow to compensate for a shortage of grafts. Indeed, the serious lack of

organ donation is an important medical problem, with waitlists that exceed 12,000 patients

in France.

For transgenic embryos, the Bioethics bill wants to avoid obstacles and legal impediments

to scientists' research. It would authorize the modification of genome of supernumerary

embryos produced during a MAR. However, the law would maintain the obligation to

destroy them, without allowing them to be implanted.

For many researchers, the law will therefore continue to ensure the protection of human

dignity and safety by restricting to a maximum the purposes justifying the use of human

embryos, but will no longer prevent scientific research using human embryonic cells in the

hope of finding solutions to many diseases.

What are the risks and abuses of this law?

The first could be the appearance of viruses capable of overcoming the species barrier and

therefore jump from one species to another. The second is that DNAs, microRNAs or

proteins may interact or antagonize with some biological functions for the animal and for the

organ itself, as well as for the host which could be human. Moreover, if the multiplication of

experiments represents an additional risk of this new law, one possible and larger threat is

the rapidly evolving aim of such experiments, that could easily go beyond the therapeutic

field and lead to a « tailor-made » baby, disease-free. Moreover, would a chimerism in the

brain of the animal be possible ? Could it confer human qualities to the animal that nobody

could control ? Fiction or reality ?

by Romain GERBIER, BIOTechno Paris

The French Bioethics law : towards medical progress 

or a sorcerer’s apprentice game ?

July /August  2021
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Calendar of  events

Coalition Urgence Etudiants HealthTech

France Biotech se mobilise avec la création de la «Coalition Urgence

Étudiants Healthtech» pour soutenir les étudiants des filières Healthtech

(sciences de la santé, biotechnologies, ingénierie médicale) via des offres

de stages, bourses, etc.

Data x Biomedical Science : why transition from research into

entrepreneurship ?
Date and time : 13th July 6:00 pm to 7:30 pm CEST

Virtual event - Free but registration mandatory (in English)

July

13

My Pitch is Good
Deadline for submission : 8th September

Free – In French

September

17

July /August  2021
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Pitch and hire your doctor – by PhDTalent
Deadline for applications : 31st August

In English

The Pitch & Hire your Doctor (PhD) competition allows innovative start-

ups to enhance their visibility and recruit top talent. At the PhDTalent

Career Fair on the 15th of October, for the finale, 10 selected start-ups

have 2 minutes each to convince the doctoral students and doctors.

17

OncoEntrepreneur
Deadline for submission : 31th October

Free – In French

Le programme OncoEntrepreneur® vous accompagne dans le

développement de vos projets innovants en santé (avec application en

oncologie) vers la création d'entreprise. Lancement de l'appel à projet

autour d'un débat-conférence : "Entreprendre en santé : enjeux et
opportunité de l'oncologie de demain".

ADELIS 4th International Edition

Metabolism in cancer
Deadline for abstract submission : 1st September

Fees : 25€ for students, 50€ full price – In English

For this 4th edition, Cancer Metabolism will be the main area of

expertise covered. This congress will present metabolism as a

promising approach to understand and target cancer while

contemplating the state-of-the-art. Scientific talks, poster presentations

and interactive sessions will be included in the program.

October

15

October

6&7

Calendar of  events

July /August  2021
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Our suggestions for the month

Cheeky Scientist

The Cheeky Scientist Association is the world’s largest job search

training platform specifically for helping PhDs get hired into industry

careers. It’s also the world’s best PhD-only job referral network.

Smartphone science : apps test and track infectious diseases

Published in Nature, may 2021

Why industry internships can be your ‘golden ticket ‘ to a prosperous

career Published in Nature, march 2021

myIDP

myIDP is a free, Web-based career-planning tool that was created to

help graduate students and postdocs in the sciences define and

pursue their career goals.

READ

ANALYZE

LISTEN The Bio Report by Daniel Levine

This weekly podcast provides an insight at the most recent topics at

the intersection of biotech, business and policy. While some

episodes dive in-depth into specific topics, others strive to give a

more general overview, highlighting specific companies and areas to

watch and what to watch for this year.

Sixième science

Podcast about science realized by the free magazine 20 minutes.

Bien dans ma these - Podcast

BIOTechno’s REAL favorites

July /August  2021

https://cheekyscientist.com/
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-01253-y?utm_source=Nature+Briefing&utm_campaign=07eb2bdc6b-briefing-dy-20210510&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c9dfd39373-07eb2bdc6b-43770289
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-00730-8
https://myidp.sciencecareers.org/?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
https://soundcloud.com/levine-media-group
https://www.20minutes.fr/podcast/sixieme-science/
https://www.biendansmathese.com/
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Start-up on the Scene

TreeFrog Therapeutic is a Bordeaux-based start-up founded in 2018 by Maxime

Feyeux, PhD (pluripotent stem cell biologist) and Kevin Alessandri, PhD (expert

in cell encapsulation microfluidics) that aims to provide access to cell

therapies for millions of patients1.

Cell therapy consists of transplanting cells to restore the function of an organ or

tissue. These cells are obtained from pluripotent or multipotent stem cells. The

aim is to provide the patient a sustained cure through a single injection of

therapeutic cells2.

Most stem cells, including human pluripotent stem cells, are adherent cells. 

Historically, the first cell therapy trials were done in 2D cell cultures on Petri 

dishes. However, many limitations have been encountered preventing the 

development of cell therapy including problems of reproducibility, genomic 

instability, and large-scale production3. 

TreeFrog Therapeutics: “cell therapy for all”

By Chahrazad BENBALIT

The technological innovation of

TreeFrog therapeutics: C-Stem™

To move to large-scale production

while maintaining quality stem cells,

TreeFrog therapeutics has

developed a method consisting of

growing cells in suspension in

bioreactors. Inside which the cells are

organised in spheroids (3D culture)

and grow in hollow capsules thus

limiting exposure to eventual stress in

bioreactors.

TreeFrog’s Therapeutics bioreactor4

Our suggestions for the month

July /August  2021
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Start-up on the Scene

In detail3

The stem cells are encapsulated in hollow alginate hydrogel capsules 250 µm in diameter

and 30 µm thick. Inside the capsule, the cells are seeded in an extracellular matrix to

mimic in vivo conditions.

These capsules are produced at high throughput by microfluidics. The capsules protect

the cells from shear stress and allow small molecules, gases, nutrients, and waste

products to enter and exit.

A promising tool for the future of cell therapy

This technology is not yet in human clinical trials but should be soon. In 2020, TreeFrog

Therapeutics presented promising preclinical results for cell therapy in

Parkinson's disease.

In addition, they were able to produce a single batch of 15 billion cells in a 10 L

bioreactor. This is a world first.

The technology they have at their disposal would allow them to produce billions of

cells for millions of patients with excellent quality and thus meet the medical needs in

terms of volume and time.

(1) iPS-based Stem Cell therapy Biotech I About TreeFrog Therapeutics I Cell Therapy for All

https://treefrog.fr/ips-stem-cell-therapy-biotech-company/ (accessed Jun 27, 2021).

(2) Thérapie cellulaire | Inserm - La science pour la santé https://www.inserm.fr/information-en-

sante/dossiers-information/therapie-cellulaire (accessed Jun 27, 2021).

(3) Feyeux, M. C-Stem, a New Technology Fro Scale up of Cell Therapy Production. Cytotherapy

2020, 22 (5), S43–S44. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcyt.2020.03.043.

(4) World first: TreeFrog Therapeutics announces the production of a single batch of 15 billion iPS

cells in a 10L bioreactor with exponential amplification of 276-fold per week. - TreeFrog Therapeutics

I iPS-derived cell therapies I Cell Therapy For All https://treefrog.fr/world-first-treefrog-therapeutics-

announces-the-production-of-a-single-batch-of-15-billion-ips-cells-in-a-10l-bioreactor/

TreeFrog Therapeutics: “cell therapy for all”

By Chahrazad BENBALIT

Our suggestions for the month

July /August  2021
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▪ Are you involved in the organization of an event interesting for young scientists and want to promote it ? 

▪ Will you participate to one of these events and are willing to write a review afterwards for our newsletter ? 

▪ Do you want to signal an event to add it to our calendar section ?

▪ Do you have an idea for a content that could fit in the BIOTechno newsletter ? 

In 2020, more than 30 private and institutional partners supported the BIOTechno network. You can also

become our partner, get the opportunity to meet young professionals with a solid scientific background willing

to develop their career in the biotechnology field. You will be able to present your company to a targeted

audience during the BIOTechno events 2021 : 

➔Monthly webinars organized by the BIOTechno Paris team (biotechno.paris@gmail.com) 

➔ e-Forum organized by the BIOTechno Auvergne-Rhônes-Alpes team (forumbiotechno.ra@gmail.com) 

You also have the opportunity to publish job offers for your company in our monthly newsletter. Your next

talented employee is probably a member of the BIOTechno network ! 

Volunteer Journalists

Become a Partner of the BIOTechno Network!
Private Industry / Startups/ Institutions

NEW ! Our website dedicated to the 

BIOTechno newsletters

http://www.reseaubiotechnonewsletter.fr/
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